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MARKET COMPLETENESS: A RETURN TO ORDER

GEORGE STOICA

(Communicated by Claudia M. Neuhauser)

Abstract. We investigate market completeness with respect to the topology
generated by the order relation on a linear lattice of functions describing, in
a two-times economy, the associated cash flow space. The study is leading us
towards alternative definitions for market completeness, in terms of trading
strategy operators and approximate convergent martingales spanning on such
linear lattices.

Introduction

In solving the Artzner and Heath paradox (an economy with complete markets
and a multiplicity of martingale measures), Jarrow, Jin and Madan presented in
[3] a resolution that lies in noting that market completeness is with respect to
a topology on the space of cash flows L∞ based on a probability field (Ω,K, P );
by their version of the second fundamental theorem of asset pricing, the latter
is always equivalent to uniqueness of the signed state price density in the dual
topology. Moreover (see [1]), existence of a state price density is equivalent to “no
weak arbitrage opportunities”, and existence of a positive state price density is
equivalent to “no weak arbitrages with free disposal”.

As remarked in [2], [5] and the references therein, the space of cash flows need not
be (the entire) L∞(Ω,K, P ) but, essentially, a subspace of functions for which the
vectorial and latticial operations are compatible, that is, a linear lattice. The aim of
this paper is to investigate market completeness on fairly general linear lattices, in
the topology generated by the order relation. We present two possible definitions for
completeness; the main tools employed are: an appropriate definition of the trading
strategy operator, and an order convergent martingales spanning argument.

Order complete markets

In a two-times economy, let us consider a linear lattice of functions C = (C,∨,∧)
to be the space of cash flows, and let us denote the space of admissible trading
strategies by Y, where y = (yα)α∈R ∈ Y, with yα ∈ C for all α ∈ R, defines the
total position in all assets with index position less than or equal to α. For each α,
ownership of the asset gives the holder the claim to a cash flow cα ∈ C.
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For each y ∈ Y, we define the cash flow obtained by the admissible trading
strategy as Φ(y), where the trading strategy (linear) operator Φ : Y → C is de-
fined, following a Freudenthal-type spectral representation in linear lattices (see [4],
Chapter 6), by

Φ(y) = (o)- lim
‖∆n‖→0

∑
i∈Z

crni

(
yuni+1

− yuni
)
,(1)

if the above (o)-limit, taken in the order topology on C, exists. The above Stieltjes-
type sums are computed with respect to a sequence of partitions ∆n = (uni )i∈Z of
R, where uni ≤ rni < uni+1 for i ∈ Z are sample points, and ‖∆n‖ is the norm of
the partition ∆n. Recall that x = (o)- lim

n→+∞
xn whenever there is a sequence {vn}

in C such that | xn − x |≤ vn for any n, and vn ↘ 0 as n → +∞; here, ↘ means
decreasing towards, | a |= a+ + a−, and a+, a− are the positive and negative part
of a, respectively.

Remark 1. The particular definition given in [3] for the trading operator Φ, that
is, as an abstract integral with respect to a positive measure, cannot be used in the
above general context: our Φ, being a Stieltjes-type integral operator, need not be
(o)-sequentially continuous. Hence, the special locally convex topology on C from
[3], generated by their continuous linear operator Φ, will be replaced in our setting
by the order topology and, as such, we are lead towards the following.

Definition 1. The market is called complete with respect to the order topology,
in short (o)-complete, if for all c ∈ C, there is a y ∈ Y such that Φ(y) = c.

To state the results of our paper, we shall need the following facts about lattices.
The subset M is called a projection band in C (see [4]) if C is the direct sum
of M and M⊥, where M⊥ := {y ∈ C such that |y| ∧ |x| = 0 for x ∈ M} is the
order orthogonal of M. The projection band M generates a (linear, order bounded)
projection operator, denoted by M, with the special property that 0 ≤ M(x) ≤ x
for 0 ≤ x ∈ C. Similarly one defines the operators M⊥ and M⊥⊥, the latter being
generated by the second order orthogonal M⊥⊥ := (M⊥)⊥. It is easy to see that
M⊥⊥ is always a projection band for any subset M of C; in particular, we shall
denote by x⊥⊥ the projection operator generated by the projection band {x}⊥⊥.
A linear lattice is called countably order complete if any countable bounded subset
has ∨ and ∧; an element is called a weak unit of C if its order orthogonal is {0}.

Theorem 1. Suppose C is a countably order complete linear lattice with weak unit.
If cα is a monotone increasing and continuous function such that lim

α→±∞
cα = ±∞,

then the market is (o)-complete in the sense of Definition 1.

Indeed, we shall prove in the last section that, if we denote by 1 the weak unit
in C, then y = (yα)α∈R ∈ Y defined by

yα := (cα · 1− c)⊥⊥+ (1)(2)

is the right candidate for (o)-completeness in Theorem 1.
Now, let us focus on two important consequences of (o)-completeness. As men-

tioned in the Introduction, the second fundamental theorem of asset pricing relates
market completeness with respect to a topology to uniqueness of (signed) state
price densities. In our setting, let us denote by π the market price function, that is,
π : R → Y,Φ ◦ π = c. Theorem 1 states the inversibility of the operator Φ, hence
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we may write πα = Φ−1 ◦ cα and, further, we may identify the state price density
by Φ−1. By formula (2) it obviously follows that the components of y = (yα)α∈R
are all positive and, as y = Φ−1(c) for any given c ∈ C, the above facts prove the
following.

Corollary 1. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1, the state price density is unique
with respect to the order topology on C and has all components positive, hence the
market has the “no weak arbitrage opportunities” and the “no weak arbitrages with
free disposal” properties.

As mentioned in [3], “markets do not have the arbitrage-free property just be-
cause they happen to complete”. Corollary 1 above says that we are dealing with a
“well-posed setup” here, yielding markets that are both complete and arbitrage-free.

On a countably order complete linear lattice C with weak unit 1, it is appropriate
to define the payoff of a put option (or of a call option) on c ∈ C, with exercise
price k ∈ R, by (k · 1− c)⊥⊥+ (1) or (c− k · 1)⊥⊥+ (1), respectively. As such, the yα’s
in formula (2) become payoffs of put options, and using Theorem 1 and Definition
1 of (o)-complete markets, we obtain

Corollary 2. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1, any traded cash flow c ∈ C can
be written as the (o)-limit of put options (or, considering complementary latticial
projection bands, of call options).

The latter extends previous results on Ross-type approximate spanning (see [2],
[5]) where, to prove market completeness, the traded cash flows space was supposed
to be closed under pointwise convergence of monotone sequences, or the markets
were supposed to include all call options on the traded cash flows. Our setting
avoids these assumptions and, as such, instead of writing cash flows as almost sure
limit of call options, we now use (o)-limits.

Remark 2. Corollaries 1 and 2 are no longer valid in the weak topologies on a linear
space C, where additional conditions for market completeness are required (see, for
example, Assumptions A and B in [3]).

How fair are order complete markets?

As a measure of fairness, it is expected that the notion of complete market re-
lated to a given structure (algebraic, topological, ordered, etc.) on the cash flow
space be intimately related to martingales; more precisely, the degree of complete-
ness should be reflected in the degree of density of conditional expectation-type
martingales within the class of all martingales with respect to the given structure.
To describe the extent to which the above fact is true in our latticial setting, we
shall use the terminology introduced in our papers [6]-[7], where the conditional
expectation-type martingales (or the uniformly integrables ones) are the so-called
“regular martingales”, and are defined as follows.

A filtration on a linear lattice C is an increasing family (Mn)n≥1 of projection
bands. A process (xn)n≥1 ⊂ C is called adapted with respect to (Mn)n≥1 iff
xn ∈Mn for n ≥ 1. An adapted process (xn)n≥1 ⊂ C is called (o)-martingale with
respect to (Mn)n≥1 iff xn = Mn (xn+1) for n ≥ 1. A regular (o)-martingale is a
process of the form (Mn(x))n≥1 for fixed x ∈ C; if C is order complete, that is,
any bounded subset of C has ∨ and ∧, then (see [6]) any regular (o)-martingale is
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(o)-convergent and

(o)- lim
n→+∞

Mn(x) = M∞(x) for x ∈ C,

where M∞ is the projection operator generated by the projection band M∞ :=(⋃
n≥1Mn

)⊥⊥
. In addition (see also [6]) the regular (o)-martingales are the only

(o)-convergent martingales.
With the above preparations, we can now formulate the following result, whose

proof will be given in the last section.

Corollary 3. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1, if (Mn)n≥1 is a filtration on
C, and (xn)n≥1 is an (o)-martingale with respect to (Mn)n≥1, then there exist two
regular (o)-martingales (yin)n≥1 = (yin,α)n≥1, α ∈ R, i = 1, 2, such that

xn = Φ(y1
n)− Φ(y2

n) for n ≥ 1,(3)

where the trading strategy operator Φ is defined in formula (1). The regular (o)-
martingales may be adapted to filtrations other than (Mn)n≥1.

Corollary 3 suggests an alternate definition for market completeness, using the
following approximate (o)-martingale spanning, and describing the degree of density
of the regular (o)-martingales within the space of all (o)-martingales, by means of
the trading strategy operator Φ; see formulas (1) and (3).

Definition 2. Suppose that, in a two-times economy, the space of cash flows is
described by a linear lattice of functions. The subsequent market is called (o)-
complete iff every (o)-martingale can be expressed as the (o)-limit of regular (o)-
martingales, adapted to different filtrations eventually.

Remark 3. Our results show that, if the space of cash flows C is a countably order
compete linear lattice with weak unit, then the market is (o)-complete in the sense
of Definition 2. Moreover, if C is a KB−space (that is, an order complete normed
linear lattice with order continuous norm, for which any norm bounded positive
and order increasing sequence has ∨), such as the classical Lp(Ω,K, P )−spaces with
p ≥ 1, we proved in [7] that the regular (o)-martingales are precisely the relatively
weakly compact martingales in C (or, equivalently, the uniformly integrable ones,
by the abstract Dunford-Pettis’ characterisation result). In this setting, Corollary
3 also gives a representation of (o)-martingales as strong limits of regular (o)-
martingales; this follows by the fact that the norm on C is monotone, hence the
(o)-limits in formula (3) also hold in the norm sense (as well as the estimations in
formula (9); see below). In particular it follows that, if C is a KB−space, then
the market is (o)-complete in the sense of Definition 2, replacing the (o)-limits by
norm limits.

Combining Remarks 2 and 3, we deduce that Definitions 1 and 2 for market
completeness are intermediate notions between completeness in weak and norm
topologies. The advantages in using these new definitions are:

a) the closed form of the admissible trading strategy (see formula (2) used in the
proof of market completeness in the sense of Definition 1);

b) the probabilistic equivalence between market completeness and the approxi-
mate (o)-martingale spanning (see Definition 2 and its consequences).
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Proofs

Proof of Theorem 1. We follow closely Freudenthal’s integral representation in lin-
ear lattices (see [4], Chapter 6). First of all, as the lattice C is Archimedean ordered
and lim

α→±∞
cα = ±∞, it is easy to see that the total position y = (yα)α∈R ∈ Y de-

fined in formula (2) satisfies

∨αyα = 1 and ∧αyα = 0.(4)

For a partition (ui)i∈Z of R, using (4), as k → +∞, we have
k∑
i=0

(
yui+1 − yui

)
= yuk+1 − y0 ↗ 1− y0 and

−k∑
i=−1

(
yui+1 − yui

)
= y0 − yu−k ↘ y0;

summing these relations and, as 1 is a total element in C, we deduce∑
i∈Z

[
y⊥⊥ui+1

(c)− y⊥⊥ui (c)
]

= c.(5)

If ui ≤ ri < ui+1 are fixed sample points, straightforward algebraic computations
show that we have

(cui − cri)
(
yui+1 − yui

)
≤ y⊥⊥ui+1

(c)− y⊥⊥ui (c)− cri
(
yui+1 − yui

)
≤

(
cui+1 − cri

) (
yui+1 − yui

)
.

(6)

Now take a sequence of partitions ∆n = (uni )i∈Z of R and ε > 0. As cα is
continuous, there exists δ(ε) such that

∣∣∣cuni+1
− cuni

∣∣∣ < ‖∆n‖ if
∣∣uni+1 − uni

∣∣ < δ(ε).

Choose n0 ∈ N such that max
i∈Z

∣∣uni+1 − uni
∣∣ < δ(ε) for n ≥ n0 and, as cα is increasing,

we obtain −‖∆n‖ ≤ cuni − cuni+1
≤ cuni − crni ≤ cuni+1

− cuni ≤ ‖∆n‖ . Combining
with (6) gives∣∣∣y⊥⊥uni+1

(c)− y⊥⊥uni (c)− crni
(
yuni+1

− yuni
)∣∣∣ ≤ ‖∆n‖

(
yuni+1

− yuni
)
.

In the previous formula, sum both sides over i ∈ Z and obtain, by means of (5),∣∣∣∣∣c−∑
i∈Z

crni

(
yuni+1

− yuni
)∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ‖∆n‖ · 1.(7)

We thus obtained that the (o)-limit in (1) makes sense for y = (yα)α∈R given in
(2). Finally pass to (o)-lim

n
with ‖∆n‖ → 0 in (7) to obtain Φ(y) = c. The proof of

Theorem 1 is now complete.

Proof of Corollary 3. Let us start with the following observation: if a process
(xn)n≥1 ⊂ C is (o)-martingale with respect to (Mn)n≥1, then it is a decreasing
sequence (see also [6] for the general properties of (o)-martingales). Indeed, as
x ≤Mn(x) for x ≤ 0, it follows that xn+1 ≤Mn (xn+1) = xn for n ≥ 1.

Now, let us fix an (o)-martingale (xn)n≥1 with respect to (Mn)n≥1, and write it
as follows:

xn = (xn ∧ 0)− (−(xn)+) =: x1
n − x2

n for n ≥ 1.

Apply Theorem 1 to (xin)n≥1 to obtain, by formula (2), the existence of yin,α :=(
cα · 1− xin

)⊥⊥
+

(1), with lim
α→±∞

cα = ±∞, and such that (3) holds. As (xin)n≥1, i =
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1, 2, are negative (o)-martingales, they are decreasing, hence for n ≥ 1 we have
cα · 1− xin ≤ cα · 1− xin+1, that is,

(
cα · 1− xin

)⊥⊥
+
⊆
(
cα · 1− xin+1

)⊥⊥
+

, and

(
cα · 1− xin

)⊥⊥
+

((
cα · 1− xin+1

)⊥⊥
+

(1)

)
=
(
cα · 1− xin

)⊥⊥
+

(1)

for every α ∈ R, i = 1, 2. The latter facts show that n →
(
cα · 1− xin

)⊥⊥
+

(1) is a

regular (o)-martingale with respect to the filtration
((
cα · 1− xin

)⊥⊥
+

)
n≥1

, i = 1, 2.

Therefore, the proof of Corollary 3 is achieved.
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